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ABSTRACT We present a dynamical model for receptor-mediated adhesion of cells in a shear field of viscous fluid to
surfaces coated with ligand molecules complementary to receptors in the cell membrane. We refer to this model as the
"point attachment model" because it considers the contact area between the cell and the surface to be a small,
homogeneous region that mediates the initial attachment of the cell to the surface. Using a phase plane analysis of a
system of nonlinear ordinary differential equations which govern the changes in free receptor density and bond density
within the contact area with time, we can predict the conditions for which adhesion between the cell and the surface will
take place. Whether adhesion occurs depends on values of dimensionless quantities that characterize the interaction of
the cell and its receptors with the surface and its ligand, such as the bond formation rate, the receptor-ligand affinity,
the fluid mechanical force, the receptor mobility, and the contact area. A key result is that there are two regimes in
which different chemical and physical forces dominate: a rate-controlled high affinity regime and an affinity-controlled
low-affinity regime. Many experimental observations can be explained by understanding which of these regimes is
appropriate. We also provide simple approximate analytical solutions, relating adhesiveness to cell and surface
properties as well as fluid forces, which allow convenient testing of model predictions by experiment.
INTRODUCTION
Cell adhesion under conditions of flow is a phenomenon of
considerable importance. For example, the adhesion of
blood-borne cells to the vascular surface occurs in the
inflammatory response (1), cancer cell metastasis (2), and
the homing of lymphocytes to Peyer's patches and lymph
nodes (3, 4). Interest in cell adhesion in vivo has led to
many in vitro experiments, such as the parallel plate flow
chamber assay (5-7), designed to understand the physical
and chemical processes that control adhesion. Also, the
knowledge that subpopulations of cells have unique surface
compositions has led to the development of cell separation
techniques, like cell affinity chromatography (8-13),
which rely on the differential adhesiveness of these subpop-
ulations to prepared substrates. Thus, a fundamental,
quantitative understanding of the adhesion of cells to
surfaces can lead to understanding of in vivo phenomena,
interpretation of in vitro assays, and analysis and design of
biotechnological processes, which involve cell adhesion.
We focus here on the adhesion of cells to a surface when
the adhesion is mediated by specific binding between
molecules on the cell surface and complementary ligand
molecules on the receiving surface. We build on a theoreti-
cal framework for understanding receptor-mediated cell
adhesion due to Bell (14, 15). We assume the reactions of
binding and dissociation occur according to characteristic
rate constants, and the rates determine how many bonds
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form between the two surfaces during the period of close
apposition. Also, we assume receptors diffuse and convect
into the area of contact where binding can occur, and the
rapidity of this accumulation and the size of the contact
area affect the number of bonds that form. Whether the
number of bonds between the cell and surface is sufficient
to cause the arrest of the cell depends on the magnitude of
the distractive forces, and how quickly bonds might break
in response to these forces.
The model we present in this paper, which we term the
"point attachment model," attempts to elucidate the
dependence of adhesion on various quantities such as
receptor number, binding affinity between receptor and
ligand, bond formation rate, receptor diffusivity, distrac-
tive fluid forces, and contact area. We restrict our atten-
tion to cell adhesion in shear flow which is characterized by
negligible inertia, and in which the cell density is low.
Analysis of this system serves as a starting point for the
analysis of systems inherently more complicated, like
blood-borne cell-endothelial cell interactions in the vascu-
lature.
Our emphasis in presenting this work is to predict how
adhesiveness will depend quantitatively on external fac-
tors, such as changes in shear rates or temperature and to
propose experiments that can serve as a direct test of those
predictions. We also wish to point out significant qualita-
tive and quantitative trends in adhesiveness that could not
be predicted through intuition. Where possible, we will
provide simple analytical expressions that will serve to help
biological scientists interpret and predict the outcome of
adhesion experiments.
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FIGURE 1 Quantities expected to influence the receptor-mediated cell
adhesion to a surface include receptor number, the density of complemen-
tary surface ligands, the force and torque transmitted to the cell by the
passing fluid, the mobility of receptors in the plane of the membrane, and
the contact area in which cell to surface bonds may form.
MATHEMATICAL MODEL
A model intending to describe receptor-mediated cell
adhesion must consider several important quantities indi-
cated in Fig. 1. We assume the cell possesses one receptor
class of number RT available for binding. The ligand
density on the substrate is Nl0. Bond formation and disso-
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ciation occur according to characteristic rate constants kf
and kr, respectively. The contact area is assumed to be a
disk of radius a. Receptors have an intrinsic diffusional
mobility in the plane of the membrane, D.
Our several assumptions are pictorally represented in
Fig. 2. At close approach, like that needed for protein-
protein molecular contact (100-300 A), substantial pres-
sure builds up between the cell and the surface and the
portion of the cell closest to the surface flattens (16-18).
The size of the flattened region depends on all the external
forces and cell mechanical properties. It is this area that
becomes the contact area upon molecular overlap at a
separation of Sc (see Fig. 2). Given this, we assume that the
contact area is well formed before molecular contact
occurs. Because we are concerned with a very short time
after molecular contact occurs, we assume this area
remains constant throughout the analysis.
Our second critical assumption is that there is a short
time, called the contact time, Tc, during which bonds can
form between the cell and the surface unstressed. This is a
simplification as pointed out in Fig. 2, where we schemati-
cally plot the stress seen by the bonds as a function of time
along with our idealized approximation. A small stress is
seen by even the first bond, but the largest stress on the
bonds is due to the normal stres in the contact area that
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FIGURE 2 The basic assumptions of the present model are pictorially represented; these assumptions are described in the text.
Hydrodynamic pressure causes flattening of the cell upon close approach, forming an area of radius a. During the contact time, the cell rolls
forward to distribute its bonds in the contact area. Graphically, we show the idealized bond stress as a function of time and position in the
contact area, and how they compare with their more exact counterparts. The radial stress distributions are due to (a) Schmid-Schonbein et al.
(19), (b) Evans (20, 21) and (c) this paper.
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opposes the external torque on the cell. The contact time is
thus the time to which bonds have been distributed to the
back edge of the contact area by the forward motion of the
cell.
Our third assumption is that we can approximate the
normal stress distribution such that the bonds are equally
stressed in the contact area. Schmid-Schonbein (19) and
Evans (20, 21) have pointed out that the normal stress
distribution is most likely a function of position. Our
assumed stress distribution compares with theirs as shown
in Fig. 2. The most important factor regarding the stress
distribution is how the normal stresses counter the applied
torque to the cell; thus, it is not only the stress itself but the
stress and the position within the contact area that are
important. Therefore, stressed bonds near the center of the
contact area have little effect on countering the torque.
By making these quite reasonable assumptions, we
obtain a tractable set of ordinary differential equations in
which the free and bound receptor densities depend only on
time and not on position within the contact area. A balance
on bond density, Nb, and free receptor density, Na, within
the contact area gives
dNb
= kfNloNa- krNb (1)dt
dNadta = -kf NIoNa + k,Nb + A(NC, - Na), (2)
where A (1/time) is a coefficient that accounts for the
accumulation of free receptors into the contact area, and
N,, is the initial receptor density on the cell. The initial
conditions, at t = 0, are
Nb =0 (3)
and
Na=RT47rR"' (4)
Here, y is the characteristic structural length for a solid
bond, kb is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the absolute
temperature.
To calculate the force in Eq. 6, we assume that an
adherent cell is in mechanical equilibrium with its sur-
roundings. Therefore, the bonds counter the force and
torque the passing fluid applies to the cell. The details of
this analysis are found in Appendix I. The result is
F, = 6ir,uR'SR
+ .2Fs (I + + I+ FTr 3i2R ( r)2s2
Y\ RC) ( 16a22 RcF 4a2 + 32a22
(7)
in which the force depends on the contact area size, and SR
is the shear rate.
The transport rate constant, A, is (23),
2D 2QR~
A = a+ c
a2 7ra (8)
where Q is the angular velocity of the cell, and where Q = 0
when the bonds are stressed and the cell is not rotating.
To estimate Tc, we assume the cell can move under the
fluid stresses applied to it even when some bonds are
present, depending on the position of those bonds in the
contact area. The period of unstressed bond formation Tc is
the sum of two components: the time from which the cell
first comes in contact with the surface to which the first
bond forms, and the time from the formation of the first
bond to the time the bonds become stressed. The mean
time to form a first bond is given by the solution of Eqs. 1
and 2 with no net accumulation of receptors, that is A = 0,
from Nb = 0 to Nb = 1/ra2. This time is
TI= ln I(kfN10 (9)ACN%)}
where RC is the cell radius.
The reverse rate constant, kr, and the mass transfer rate,
A, from Eqs. 1 and 2 have different forms when the bonds
are unstressed (t < Tj) or stressed (t > Tj). The reverse
rate constant, kr, takes its base value, k°, when the bonds
are unstressed; when the bonds are stressed, their lifetime
is decreased. This is a concept we borrow from Bell (14),
who first used it for receptor-ligand interactions, and was
originally developed by Zhurkov (22) in his analysis of the
kinetic fracture of solids. If Ft is the total force acting on
the bonds, then the force per bond, Fb, is given by
Fb== Fra2Nt (5)
Under stress, the reverse rate constant then becomes
k koe(yF (6)r rex kbT
The bonds will be fully stressed when they are well
distributed over the contact area. If we think of the bonds
being formed roughly in the center of this area during
unstressed bond formation, then the mean time before the
first bond reaches the edge is given by
a
T2 = V (10)
and
TC= T, + T2- (1 1)
There is some question as to whether this initial formation
is truly unstressed, since integral membrane proteins are
sometimes attached to the cytoskeleton. For proteins in the
plane of the membrane, however, it is generally true that a
significant fraction is mobile (24, 25). Thus the only stress
on a bond would be a drag force as it moves through the
membrane, which should be negligible.
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The contact area depends on the sum of normal forces
acting on the cell, including forces of deposition such as
gravity or hydrodynamic forces, nonspecific forces includ-
ing van der Waals, electrostatic, and steric stabilization
forces, and forces required to deform tne cell. The force of
deformation is that force required to deform the particle
away from its unstressed shape, and it depends on cell
mechanical properties. For example, it has been estab-
lished that a red blood cell's membrane deformation can be
described through knowledge of membrane shear and
bending moduli (26-29). However, characterization of
membrane deformation is insufficient to describe cell
shapes in other cell types like leukocytes. Three-dimen-
sional constitutive relations have been proposed to describe
the deformation of these cells, and they appear to success-
fully explain their response to micropipet aspiration experi-
ments (30, 31). So the precise relationship between exter-
nal force and shape will vary with different cell types.
In general, the contact area will depend on a balance of
forces:
0 = Fd,POsi1itona + F,n05pcjfic (S, Aj) + Fdcformation (S, Aj), (12)
in which AC is the contact area and S is the separation
distance. We intend to calculate how adhesiveness varies
with changes in the contact area. Although the precise
relationship between external forces and contact area will
remain to be elucidated, the effect of variations in nonspe-
cific phenomena, such as greater van der Waals attraction
or attenuated electrostatic repulsion, can be examined
implicitly through contact area changes.
To summarize, we intend to solve the system of Eqs. 1
and 2 with initial conditions 3 and 4 in two time regimes:
t .< Tc (unstressed bonds) and t > Tc (stressed bonds). The
contact time Tc is related to fluid dynamical properties
through the translational velocity. The differences in
parameter values from unstressed to stressed bond forma-
tion are given by the differences between k, and A in the
two regimes:
I2D 22RC
a2 ra
A=
2D
a2
and
kror
krj= ko(e'pyFb\
(13)
t> T0
(14)
t> T,.
MODEL ANALYSIS
If we define the following dimensionless parameters
t N NkfNa b = kfNTT=
-
1a 'lb= =~1T
co Nco
I(a) K = kNr a = - 6 = /4Rc kfN,. kbT kfN,'
the model equations become
= 0[?a - Kflb exp (hfflb)]
dT 0 n + Kbbexp +56(1 -nb)dwrinta c
with initial conditions
T = 0 i77 = 1 77b = 0,
(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)
TABLE I
PARAMETER ESTIMATES
Parameter Definition Range Reference
Rt Receptor number 103-107 Bell (15), Capo et al. (42),
Zigmond et al. (43),
Klausner et al. (44),
Mellman and Plutner (45)
D Diffusivity 10-9-10-I2 cm2/s Axelrod et al. (24), Jacobson
et al. (25)
AC Contact area 10-2-5 jAm2 Bell (15), Capo et al. (42),
Bell et al. (46)
ly Bond interaction length 5 x 10" cm Bell (15)
N1o Ligand density 110'-1013 molecules/cm2 Rutishauser and Sachs (38)
k+1 Forward intrinsic reaction 1I6-109 s- Pecht and Lancet (33),
rate Bell (15)
AH Enthapy of reaction - 15.0-0.0 kcal/mol Pecht and Lancet (33)
AS Entropy of reaction -4 x 10-20 kcal/mol-K Pecht and Lancet (33)
AHt Enthalpy of activation 0.0-21.0 kcal/mol Pecht and Lancet (33)
AS, Entropy of activation -102 O kcal/mol-K Pecht and Lancet (33)
R.b Radius of receptor-ligand 5-10 A Pecht and Lancet (33),
interaction complex Bell (15)
T Temperature 273-310 K
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and where the difference in parameters from stressed to
unstressed bond formation are denoted
/2D 2U2RC
kfN4(a ira
6 '
2D
>I
kfN,oa2r>
(19)
and
[0 I~
a = yFt (20)
We have solved this system of equations using standard
phase-plane techniques (23, 32).
The parameters of Eq. 16 have significant physical
meaning. The parameter 0 is the product of the overall
forward reaction rate and the contact time, and hence is
the dimensionless bond formation rate. K is the dimension-
less dissociation constant, or inverse affinity. The parame-
ter a is the energy that the bonds must withstand, scaled to
the thermal energy. ,B is the dimensionless contact area and
6 is the rate of transport of free receptors scaled to the
forward reaction rate. For each combination of the param-
eters cited above, there will be a critical value of the
dimensionless bond formation rate, namely 0, = 0,
(K, a, (, rc, 6) such that if 0 >- 0, adhesion will occur. This
relationship can be used implicitly to determine the critical
value of any parameter that will provide for adhesion given
that the others are fixed. Thus, a wide range of parameter
effects can be elucidated.
TABLE II
RECEPTOR-LIGAND BINDING AFFINITIES
Estimated kf Receptor-ligand system Reference
cm2/molecules
3.3 x 10-5 Fc receptor/Fc-IgE Pruzansky and
Patterson
(47)
8.8 x 10-7 Chemotactic peptide receptor/ Zigmond et al.
FNLLP peptide (43)
8.8 x 10-6 Transferrin receptor/diferric Klausner et al.
transferrin (44)
3.5 x 10-7 Transferrin receptor/ Klausner et al.
apotransferrin (44)
3.5 x 10-7 Fc Receptor/Fc-IgG Mellman and
Plutner (45)
1.8 x 10-, EGF Receptor/EGF Dunn and
Hubbard
(48)
10-2-10-, Antibody/hapten Pecht and
Lancet (33)
EGF, epidermal
phenylalanine.
TABLE III
ESTIMATES FOR DIMENSIONLESS PARAMETERS
Dimensionless Definition Range
parameter
a Bond breakage energy 0-1,000
,B Contact area 10-4-10-2
K Dissociation constant 10-8_102
6 Receptor accumulation rate 10-2_102
0 Bond formation rate 10-4-10'
In Tables 1-111, we show ranges of parameter values
from the literature, along with references, for both dimen-
sional and dimensionless parameters. Where important, we
will make reference to particularly interesting parameter
regimes.
GENERAL RESULTS
The one-to-one correspondence between required receptor
number and affinity at different values of the dimension-
less bond formation rate is illustrated in Fig. 3. Both
decreasing bond formation rate and decreasing affinity will
lead to an increase in the number of receptors required for
adhesion. There are two physically meaningful asymptotes
at low and high values of K. At low K (high affinity) the
number of receptors required is independent of K and
8
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FIGURE 3 A plot of the number of receptors required for adhesion
versus dimensionless dissociation constant at different bond formation
rates indicates two expected trends: increasing bond formation rate means
fewer receptors are required for adhesion at a fixed dimensionless
dissociation constant, and an increasing dissociation constant means more
receptors are required for adhesion at a fixed bond formation rate. Two
sets of asymptotes are evident for high and low affinity. At high affinity,
only one bond must be formed during the contact time for adhesion. At
low affinity, the receptor number must be such that steady states are
present in the phase plane. The two asymptotes have straightforward
analytical forms as seen in the text. Here a = 25, D - 10-9 cm2/s, and (=
1.5 x 10-3.
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depends only on the mean time necessary to form a single
bond:
1
RT f3(1 -ee). (21)
This asymptote depends strongly on the bond formation
rate and represents the "rate-controlled regime."
At high values of K (low affinity) the number of recep-
tors required is determined by an existence criterion for a
stable steady solution to Eqs. 16 and 17. This asymptote is
given by
CXKe
RT =- . (22)
We can see that the required number of receptors is
proportional to the inverse affinity, K. This is the "affinity
controlled" regime and represents an equilibrium con-
trolled situation.
One of the variables under experimental control in an in
vitro cell adhesion experiment is shear rate. In Fig. 4 we
plot the permissible shear rate as a function of cell receptor
number for several different affinities. Both higher recep-
tor number and higher affinity allow for higher permissible
shear rates. So, for example, a change in K from 10 to 1 at a
receptor number of 5 x 105 receptors can lead to a greater
than threefold increase in the permissible shear rate from
-20 to over 60 s-'. Therefore, a 10-fold decrease in the
overall dissociation constant can lead to a significant
increase in adhesiveness.
Previously, we argued that knowledge of the quantita-
tive relationship between adhesion and contact area size
provides useful information that ultimately may be tied to
nonspecific forces and cell deformability. In Fig. 5, we
show how the dimensionless maximum shear rate permit-
ting adhesion (SR scaled to the overall forward reaction
rate, kfN10) depends on the contact area for different
affinities. For the highest affinities (lowest K), an order of
100
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FIGURE 4 A plot of permissible shear rate versus receptor number at
various values of the dimensionless dissociation constant shows that the
permissible shear rate goes up as the dissociation constant goes down at
constant receptor number or as the receptor number goes up at a fixed
dissociation constant. d 3.183 x 10-3, D = 10-9 cm2/s, and kfN,,= 10
s
-1
-21
r *. .. ... I .,, ,.,10-L 10-3 16-2
FIGURE 5 The strong dependence of the permissible dimensionless
shear rate (SR/kfN,) for adhesion versus the dimensionless contact area,
f3, is represented on a log-log plot. The sensitivity of shear rate on contact
area increases as the receptor-ligand affinity decreases. Here, RT = xX
I05, kN10 (67rjAyR2)/kbT = 0.5504, and D =110 ' cm2/s.
magnitude increase in contact area leads to an order of
magnitude increase in the dimensionless permissible shear
rate. Thus, permissive nonspecific interactions, which
increase the size of the contact area, or less rigid cells,
which show larger areas of contact under fixed external
forces, should show great increases in adhesiveness. As the
affinity decreases and we move toward the affinity con-
trolled regime, the adhesiveness varies more sharply with
contact area because of the sharp dependence of the bond
breakage energy on contact area (as given by Eqs. 7 and
22).
It is not only the affinity between receptor and ligand
but the rates of reaction that may control adhesion. This
effect is enhanced in the rate-controlled regime. In Fig. 6,
we plot the required number of receptors as a function of
forward reaction rate kfN, under a fixed external force. An
increase in the overall forward reaction rate means an
decrease in required receptor number; this effect is maxi-
mized in the rate-controlled regime (at high affinity) and is
attenuated at low affinity.
Effects of Diffusivity and Temperature
We calculate the permissible shear rate for cells as the
mobility of their receptors varies. We incorporate the
effects of diffusivity on overall forward and reverse reac-
tion rates as set forth by Bell (15). Fig. 7 shows that at high
affinity (low K), there is a dramatic increase in the permis-
sible shear rate as the diffusivity is increased through a
range of physically reasonable possibilities from 10-
cm2/s to 10-9 cm2/s. This effect is only observed at high
affinity since rate processes control there. Thus, there will
be regimes in which diffusivity plays a crucial role in
adhesion.
Temperature affects many different parameters. First,
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FIGURE 6 A plot of the required receptor number versus the dissocia-
tion constant at various overall forward reaction rates, kfNi,, shows that
not only does the affinity between ligand and receptor determine adhe-
siveness, but also the speed of reaction plays an important role. At any
fixed dissociation constant an increase in kfNb, leads to a decrease in the
number of receptors required for adhesion. At fixed kfN1, an increasing
dissociation rate leads to an increase in the required number of receptors.
SR = 40s-',3= 3.183 x 10-3,andD= 10-9cm2/s.
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FIGURE 7 The permissible shear rate is plotted as a function of the
receptor mobility in the plane of the membrane, D, at different values of
the dimensionless dissociation constant, K. The results show that the
mobility is significantly important in determining adhesiveness when the
dissociation constant is low (or the affinity is high) between receptor and
ligand. However, when the dissociation constant is high (or the affinity is
low) between receptor and ligand, adhesiveness is independent of receptor
mobility. RT = 5 x 105, i = 1.5 x 10-3, and k+, = 5 x 105.
the bond breakage energy a decreases with increasing
temperature because the viscosity of aqueous solutions
decreases with increasing temperature, and because a is
inversely proportional to temperature. Second, we expect
the diffusional mobility to increase with increasing temper-
ature (24, 25).
Lastly, both reaction rates and affinities are functions of
temperature. Bell (15) has described how the overall
forward reaction rate, kf, depends on the forward intrinsic
reaction rate, k+1, and how the dimensionless affinity, K,
depends on the ratio of intrinsic reaction rates, k+I /k_, for
membrane bound reactants. Pecht and Lancet (33) have
characterized antibody-hapten reactions according to the
relationships
(23)k+e= '/AGIRT AG =AH -TASk1
and
k kbT e-AG/RT AGt = AHt - TASti
-h (24)
where Eq. 26 is the thermodynamic relationship between
the Gibbs free energy change and the intrinsic affinity, and
Eq. 27 is the Eyring equation. In these equations, AH and
AiS are the enthalpy and entropy changes of reaction; AWG,
AH1, and ASt are the free energy, enthalpy, and entropy
changes of activation, and h is Planck's constant.
Using reasonable values for AHt, St, /\H, and AvS, and
the reported dependencies of viscosity and mobility on
temperature, we calculate the dependence of adhesion on
temperature. We note that because the typical values
reported by Pecht and Lancet for zHt and AH are such
that AHt > 0 and A\H < 0 (exothermic), the opposing
effects of increasing temperature is to make adhesion more
likely through increasing k+1 and D and decreasing a, and
to make adhesion less likely through a decrease in the
affinity; so the overall effect depends on the relative
importance of these variables. In Fig. 8 A, we plot the
permissible shear rate as a function of temperature for
different values of the entropy change of reaction between
receptor and ligand, when the enthalpy change of reaction
between receptor and ligand is fixed. As A\S decreases, the
affinity decreases, the system approaches the affinity-
controlled regime, and adhesivity progressively decreases
with increasing temperature, first exhibiting a maximum
in temperature, and then decreasing monotonically with
increasing temperature.
We are cautious about drawing firm conclusions about
the effect of temperature on adhesion, since we have not
included how temperature affects cell deformability.
Hence, we offer the above as a possibile explanation for
situations in which adhesivity decreases with increasing
temperature (as we shall discuss below), and one which is
valid in situations where deformability is a weak function
of temperature.
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AS=-220.10amhe-Klandtligand density, Nl. Thus we would like to know
how adhesion depends quantitatively on those variables in
the two different affinity regimes.
At high affinity the required receptor number is given in
Eq. 21. In this regime, a cell will eventually adhere unless
A110?2 Kcl there are so few receptors in the contact area that a bond
can never form. At high affinity, the distance travelled
before adhesion, LAD, is given (using relationships in
Appendix I)
AS = -2.3 10 m2 t K
: -2 45 x1lo-2 KCoL
310
R _106
7.5 X 105
5 Sx105
2.5X105
RT 105
310
T(K)
FIGURE 8 We investigate how adhesiveness depends on temperature in
two hypothetical scenarios that might account for the differential adhe-
siveness of cell subpopulations. (A) The permissible shear rate is plotted
as a function of temperature (K) for different values of the entropy
change of reaction when the enthalpy change of reaction is constant. RT =
5 x 105, AH = -11.0 kcal/mol, and fl = 3 x 10-3. (B) The permissible
shear rate is considered as a function of temperature for the case in which
a cell has the same affinity of interaction between receptor and ligand, but
different receptor number. The middle curve in B corresponds to the
bottom curve in A. AH = -11.0 kcal/mol, AS = -2.45 x 10-2
kcal/mol-K, and #( = 3 x 10-3. In A and B, the temperature dependence
of viscosity is that of water, the temperature dependence of diffusivity is
that reported by Jacobson (25), N4 = 1010 molecules/cm2, AHt = 5.0
kcal/mol, and AS5 =-7.0 x 10-3 kcal/mol-K.
Testability
We have shown that for both high- and low-affinity
interactions, analytical expressions can be found that relate
the number of receptors required for adhesion on various
other parameters. Here, we manipulate those analytical
relationships to anticipate laboratory scenarios in which
they might be tested. Two variables that are typically
under an experimentalist's control are the shear rate, SR,
LAD=RCln[1R -In
12FTs (1 + R)FsTr|(5
'I) -FtTr 1+ FSrr(SR \I2 C 25F'Orr - FT'
Note the distance travelled before adhesion depends
linearly on SR and inversely on Nb. In Table IV, we have
given values of the bracketed function on the right-hand
side of Eq. 25 from values given by Goldman et al. (34, 35)
for different values of the separation distance. To further
facilitate the interpretation, Fig. 9 A shows the dependence
of LAD/RC on SR/kfN,. for different values of ART. This
linear relationship should be seen experimentally.
At low affinity, the appropriate asymptotic relationship
(Eq. 22) may be manipulated to give (after substitution
from Appendix I)
67rvryR2SR 31/2RT (kf NO
kbT e kor
* A/(1 5)2FS2(922 S) 397r25TS S1372 2
V( +-)Fs2(+f) /s
(26)
The permissible shear rate is proportional to the ligand
density at low affinity. As before, we have tabulated the
quantity on the right-hand side of Eq. 26 and have given it
as a function of several values of f3 in Table V. We have
also plotted this relationship in Fig. 9 B. The physical
trends seen in the high-affinity regime are drastically
TABLE IV
VALUES FOR FUNCTION IN EQ. 25
SsFt- I + - FsTr
s 2 R
RC FtTr - FYrt
2 x 10' 0.4293
3 x 10-3 0.4507
4 x 10-3 0.4660
5 x 10-3 0.4809
7.5 x 10-3 0.5186
102 0.5564
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TABLE V
VALUES FOR FUNCTION IN EQ. 26
I/ S\2/9,72 3i2 I S 72S ~Ii + -F'2 -+i1+-FT'I + i +l+ e
RS \ RC ) 64 / 16 R.J 144
,=2.5 x 10-4 =5 X 10-3
2 x 10-3 2.6569 2.6595
3 x 10-3 2.6581 2.6607
4 x 10-3 2.6594 2.6623
5 x 10'- 2.6606 2.6632
7.5 x 10- 2.6637 2.6662
10-2 2.6667 2.6693
Comparison with Experiment
At the present time it is difficult to compare our theory
with any particular data in the existing literature. The
various quantities involved in this paper have not been
determined in a single experiment on one particular sys-
tem. However, almost all of these quantities have been
determined individually for a variety of systems. Experi-
ments performed in a parallel plate flow chamber assay (7)
with neutrophil leukocytes adhering to antibody-coated
glass indicate that adhesion occurs at a shear rate of -40
s-i, which is within the range of shear rates this paper
predicts to be relevant.
Recently, Mege et al. (36) reported experiments for the
adhesion of P388D1 mouse macrophage-like lines to glass
capillaries in well developed viscous flow. They reported
permissible shear rates between 10 and 115 s-' and
claimed the critical step necessary for adhesion was first
bond formation. They also reported that the formation of
such a bond took 30 s, and that the length a cell travelled
before adhesion depended on shear rate. The value of 30 s
FIGURE 9 The analytical testable relationships (Eqs. 29 and 31) are
represented graphically for high-affinity (A) and low-affinity (B)
regimes. A gives the length travelled before adhesion as a function of
shear rate or ligand density, appropriate at high affinity. B gives the
relationship at low affinity for the dependence of permissible shear rate on
ligand density. Here, S/RC = 3 x 10-3. Also, f(3, Rt) represents the
product of all terms on the right-hand side of Eq. 26 other than kfN,l/k,.
different than those seen in the low-affinity regime. These
results suggest that by varying shear rate or ligand densi-
ties, conclusions can be made about the affinity of recep-
tor-ligand interaction when affinity data do not exist.
It should be noted that the values of the dissociation
constant, K, at which the asymptotic solutions given by Eqs.
21 and 22 accurately approximate the exact solution
depend on the bond breakage energy. For both asymptotes,
matching is more accurate at progressively lower values of
K for greater values of a (greater shear rates). Therefore, at
low values of K, departure from asymptotic values will be
seen at higher shear rates (-100 s-'). However, the
asymptotes remain rough guides for behavior in the two
regimes.
Q = 0.3 ml/min
1.0 -
Ft , Fb
0.5 -
0 -
I I
4 22 37
T °C
-6
Ft
-4 F
b
-2
_O
FIGURE 10 Data for the retention of T and B lymphocyte populations
on an SBA-coated cell affinity column taken from Hertz (37). The
fraction of cells of each type retained, F, is given as a function of
temperature at a fixed flow rate, Q = 0.3 ml/min. The data show that
there is a weak temperature dependence on T cell retention, but a strong
reduction in B cell retention as the temperature increases. The center line
represents the mean values and the shaded area represents the scatter in
the data. The selectivity for retention, FT/FB, increases with increasing
temperature.
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seems rather long, and a possibility for its overestimation is
the neglect of slower sedimentation velocities at small
separation distances. Assuming the data correct, and using
a rough estimate of ART -10, we calculate that 30 s to
form the first bond means kA = 10-3. If kf is at 1% of its
diffusion limit, -6 x 10-12 cm2/s, the density of binding
sites on the surface is 109 molecules/cm2. Comparison of
reported values of lengths travelled before adhesion (mean
of four experiments) shows <0.1 cm at a shear rate of 14.3
s-',0.13cm at 28.7s-',0.27cm at 57.4 cm-', and 2cm at
115 s-'. According to Eq. 25, the theoretically predicted
length travelled before adhesion should double with shear
rate. The experimentally measured length travelled before
adhesion changes by factors of 1.26, 2.14, and 7.4 as the
shear rate is doubled. So there is relatively good agreement
between theory and experiment at low shear rates. The
breakdown at high shear rates suggests the high-affinity
asymptote cannot completely characterize adhesion.
In Fig. 10, we plot data from Hertz (37), for the
fractional retention of both T and B lymphocytes on a
soybean agglutinin (SBA) cell affinity column as a func-
tion of temperature at a fixed flow rate.
We note that the retention of the T lymphocyte popula-
tion is a relatively weak function of temperature, while the
retention of the B cell population decreases with increasing
temperature. Using Fig. 8, we can offer hypotheses to
explain the different response of these two cell types. To do
this, we compare cell retention at fixed shear rate, say 20
s-1, and note that the bottom most curve in Fig. 8 A
indicates a B cell-like behavior: the adhesiveness decreases
with increasing temperature. However, either an increase
in the affinity at a fixed number of receptors (5 x 105) or
a doubling in receptor number at fixed affinity
(AS = -2.45 x 10-3 kcal/mol-K; Fig. 8 B) would give T
cell-like behavior: a population whose adhesiveness was
not diminished between 90 and 370C at 20 s-'. This
analysis also indicates the telling experiments that could be
performed to distinguish further between the alternative
hypotheses. A series of experiments performed at twice the
flow rate (40 s-' ) would distinguish between cells at lower
affinities (AS = -2.3 x 10-2 kcal/mol-K), which would
not bind at any temperature, higher affinities
(AS = -2.0 x 10-2 kcal/mol-K), which would bind at all
temperatures, and higher receptor number (R, = 106),
which would exhibit adhesion at low but not high tempera-
tures.
Rutishauser and Sachs (38) also reported a difference in
temperature-dependent binding of L1210 murine lym-
phoma cells to lectin-coated fibers. In these experiments,
ligand densities varied from 1010 to iO'3 molecules/cm2.
The fibers are long cylinders that have diameters about
twelve times that of the cells involved, so significant shear
is occurring during cell-fiber contact. As temperature
decreased from 220 to QOC, adhesion greatly decreased on
concanavalin A (conA)-coated fibers, but increased
slightly on SBA-coated fibers. A tentative explanation
might be that rate processes are crucial on conA fibers, and
not on SBA fibers. Further, we compare our theory with
their data on the lectin density dependence of binding to
these two lectins to test our hypothesis that conA is a
higher affinity ligand to these cells than is SBA. The data
and comparison to theory are given in Table VI. We
calculate permissible shear rates for receptor-ligand inter-
actions of low affinity (kf/kr = 10-11 cm2) and high affin-
ity (kf/k, = 10-5 cm2). In these calculations, R, = 5 x l0s,
f = 3 x I0O3, and we assume kf - 2rD (diffusion limit) for
both ligands. The shear rates predicted are rather large, in
accordance with the large velocities in the experiment (10
cm/s) (38). If 600 s-' is a cutoff for substantial adhesion
(>200 cells/cm), we predict 2.1 x 1012 and 2 x 1011
molecules/cm2 for SBA and conA, respectively, to be the
lowest permitted ligand densities, and this agrees with
experiment. If =300 s-' is a cutoff for measurable adhe-
sion, then 5 x 101" and -1010 molecules/cm2 for SBA and
conA, respectively, would be nonpermissive. These are in
rough quantitative agreement with experiment. Although
we are simplifying the complex fluid forces in this experi-
ment, the hypothesis that receptor-ligand affinity is dif-
ferent for these two ligands accounts for the temperature
and ligand density effects in these two systems.
TABLE VI
COMPARISON OF MODEL TO EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Calculated permissible shear rates
Li210 cells/cm fiber*
Lectin site density kf kf l=10ConA coated SBA coated f= lo
sites/cm2 s-
2.1 x 10'0 384 243 1,684 706
1012 328 20 1,166 476
7 x 10" 298 0 977 391
3.5 x 10" 260 0 690 263
1.8 x 10ll 93 0 493 177
8.8 x 10'0 31 0 343 112
*Rutishauser and Sachs, 1975 (38).
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As Bell (15) has pointed out, glutaraldehyde-fixed cells
do not bind to the fibers in these experiments because
receptor mobility is zero and kf - 0. This is consistent with
Fig. 6, which shows that a value of kf - 0 means adhesion
will not occur at any reasonable receptor number.
Thus, we have shown how the analysis can be used to
explain a wide variety of adhesive phenomena, how it
provides a simple explanation for seemingly conflicting
experimental observations of the effect of temperature on
adhesion, and how it can be used to suggest telling
experiments that will further test hypotheses.
DISCUSSION
This paper presents a theoretical description of the recep-
tor-mediated adhesion of cells to surfaces, and the distrac-
tive fluid flow acts principally tangent to the surface. Our
analysis allows us to predict when a cell will adhere on the
basis of fluid mechanical forces acting on the cell, the
density of ligand molecules, the number of cell surface
receptors, the speed at which receptors bind with ligand,
the affinity of receptors for ligand, and the mobility of
receptors in the plane of the membrane.
We make an effort to show how variables that are often
under an experimentalist's control, like ligand density,
temperature, or shear rate, would affect adhesiveness, thus
providing testable relationships for future experiments.
Also, we use our model to explain a variety of observed
phenomena.
We find two distinct regimes in which adhesiveness is
controlled by different mechanisms. In the "rate-
controlled regime," the rate of reaction dominates over
other effects in determining whether adhesion will occur.
In the "affinity-controlled" regime, the affinity dominates
over other processes. Knowledge of these two regimes
allows us to understand the complex effects of receptor
diffusivity and temperature on adhesion. At very high or
very low affinity, these two regimes present themselves in
simple analytical forms, enhancing the predictability and
testability of the model.
The range of permissible shear rates we predict include
shear rates ( 10-50 s-'), which are found in in vitro
experiments, such as the parallel plate flow chamber assay
(5, 6) and cell affinity chromatography (9), as well as
those (- 100-500 s-') found in the post capillary venules
(19, 39, 40). However, a complete description of adhesion
in these vessels must incorporate cell-cell interactions and
inertial effects (41), and is therefore beyond the scope of
this paper. In general, the methods of this paper can be
extended to include cell deformability, surface structures
specific for adhesionlike microvilli, stochastic binding,
population heterogeneity, and spatially dependent stress
distributions within the contact area. Such analyses, along
with reproducible experiments designed for the quantita-
tive study of cell adhesion, will aid in the understanding of
adhesion and therefore provide for a more complete under-
standing of biological processes that involve it.
APPENDIX I
To calculate the forces on the bonds, we assume the forces and the torques
exerted by the bonds must place the particle in mechanical equilibrium
(see Fig. Al). The bonds in the contact area act both parallel to the
direction of flow and normal to the cell surface. The action of the bonds in
the contact area tangent to be surface balances the translational force due
to shear; however, this pulling force imparts a torque on the cell. Thus,
there are two additive torques that the bonds must resist: that due to the
passing fluid and the other due to the bonding force. If the bonds are to
resist the motion of the cell, they must impart forces on the cell that are
equal and opposite to the stresses the cell applies to the bonds. The effect
each bond has on diminishing the torque on the cell depends on the
distance the bond is from the projection of the center of mass normal to
the surface. Bonds very close to this projected point are less able to resist
the torque because of their short lever arm.
The equations of mechanical equilibrium of the cell become (a) Force
balance in the x-direction:
0 = F, + Fb-
(b) Torque balance in the z-direction:
° = TS + FbRC + 4j a oNbrcOSI |r dr dO,
(Al)
(A2)
where subscripts s and b denote that due to shear and bonding, respec-
tively; a is the force exerted per bond; and 6 and r are the angular and
radial coordinates of the contact area. If the force per bond and bond
densities are constant over the contact area, and if we integrate the
expression in Eq. 12, the resulting bond requirements become: (a) Force
balance x-direction:
F =
-Fs. (A3)
(b) Torque balance z-direction:
F =-3-(TS + F"R,)4a b (A4)
F s
FIGURE Al An adherent cell is assumed to be in mechanical equilibri-
um, and therefore has no net force acting on and no net torque acting
around its center of mass. The shear force in the x direction imparted on
the cell by the passing fluid, F', is the balanced by a bonding force,
denoted F', equal in magnitude to F' and acting in the opposite direction.
This bonding force imparts a torque of magnitude F'R, on the cell in the z
direction which, along with the torque imparted by the external fluid, T9,
must be balanced by normal stresses acting in the contact area, character-
ized by a, the force per bond.
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The total force, required by all the bonds, is given by
Ft= V(F") + (Ft)2. (A5)
In a viscous shear field, the forces and torques on the cell due to the
passing fluid, given by Goldman et al. (34, 35), are
Fs = 6rRC(1 + R )SRFs(Rc) (A6)
and
TS= 47riR SR 9r ( ' (A7)
in which F' and rT are functions of dimensionless separation distance only,
and SR is the fluid shear rate defined by
SR = (v (s)) , (A8)
with vf as the fluid velocity. Therefore, the total force F, is
F, = 6irARc2SR
+-F2 97r2RC 1 3ir2R2 ___ 2I + SR F + 1 + 4 2 jFTsI +Rc + 32a2T
(A9)
which is Eq. 7 of the text. We should note that our presupposition about
the way the bonds act means that the bonds impart no net force on the cell
normal to the cell surface.
The solution of Goldman et al. also gives the translational and angular
velocities when the cell is unstressed. For a cell that has a small density
difference (Ap = 0.05 g/cm3) with respect to the fluid, the translational
and angular velocities, Vand Q, are given
FtS - I + Fr
V= SR * Rc FtYr - FTt (A10)
I( + R tFs - FtSRc 2Q == SR- FtTr_ Frt (A1)
in which F denotes force, r denotes torque, the superscripts s, r, and t
denote shear, rotation, and translation, and all of these are dimensionless
quantities that are functions of separation distance only as defined by
Goldman et al. Through these expressions, the dependence of dimension-
less quantities that are functions of velocity can be written as a function of
SR.
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